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M:Lterial forwarded by Field Representatives under Circular No. 9, Hq, ASA, 4 
March 1953, subject: "Technical and Informational Material should answer one of 
these questions: 

Does it provide information not available elsewhere about something new or in
teresting in some technical field? Does it point out better procedures? Does it 
make known heritage and traditions of Agency service or provide information of loca
tions where ASA personnel may serve next? Does it record useful experience of ac
tivity? Will it aid training, well being, or morale? 

Suggest~_ons And 

The major basis for improvement of mili
tary equipment is the field experience of 
using organizations. Deficiencies deter
mined from field experience fed back to 
development channels result in more re
liable equipment or equipment having great
er operational capabilities. Thie feed
back of information from the field repre
sents a very important pa.rt of the Reaea.ltlh 
& Development cycle, and unite should be 
encouraged to offer euggeetione,both as to 
possible improvement of equipment and im
provement in operating technique. The max
imum value of such suggestions can be ob
tained by relaying these suggestions to 
headquarters ASA eo that improved equip
ment and improved techniques may be diSeem
ina ted to all ASA organizations. 

SR-705-5-1 provides that no standard 
equipment shall be modified in any manner 
without prior authority from the develop
ing agency, except in cases of emergency. 
In case of emergency such modif icatione 
are authorized, conditional upon a prompt 
and detailed report to the developing agen
cy. In most instances the developing agen
cy concerned is either ASA, NSA or the 
Signal Corps. NSA and the Signal Corpe, ae 
well as ASA, are vitally concerned in pro
viding the best possible equipment to the 
field and determining from field experience 
how better equipment could be provided in 
the future. Both of these agencies ,as well 
as ASA, therefore welcome suggestions from 
the field as to the experience with their 
equipment. On the other hand, military 

Modifications 

operations require that as much as . pos
sible equipment in the field be of a stand
ardized nature, completely interchangeable 
between unite of same nomenclature. Some 
modifications might be made which improve 
certain operating chai:acteristics with no 
reduction in effectiveness insofar ae otmr 
characteristics of the equipment are con
cerned; however, other modifications may 
improve an equipment's capabilities in re
spect to one characteristic and reduce its 
effectiveness insofar ae other operating 
characteristics are concerned. 

A thorough and detailed study of the 
modification must be made before its value 
can be determined. It ie necessary, there
fore, that in every instance any modifica
tion considered should be reported in de
tail, either prior to such modiftcation or, 
in case of emergency,ae soon thereafter ae 
possible. Evaluations of the suggestions 
will be made as expeditiously ae possible 
and the results reported to the orginating 
unit. TE's and SOP's will be modified to 
incorporate such changes in equipment and 
operating techniques ae are indicated. 

No new equipment goes into the field 
without some ''bugs." Your comments and 
suggestions will help to eliminate these 
"bugs" in future production. 

Suggestions for modifications of equip
ment should be forwarded through channels 
to Chief, ASA for official consideration. 

·NOTICE. THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS INFORMATION AFFECTING THE NATIONAL DEFENSE OF THE 
UNITED STATES WITHIN THE MEANING OF THE ESPIONAGE LAW, TITLE 18, U.S.C. SECTIONS 793 & 
794 AND PUBLIC LAW 513, 8let CONGRESS, 2d SESSION. THE TRANSMISSION OR THE REVELATION 
OF ITS CONTENTS IN ANY MANNER TO AN UNAUTHORIZED PERSON IS PROHIBITED BY LAW. 
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SOLVING TUBE SHORTAGE FOR BOEME SC 
by M/Sgt Caxton R. Bivin 

Dissemination of this article by means of Discussion Topics may not be con
strued as authorization by this headquarters of the modifications explained. 

At one time there was a very critical 
shortage of 6J6 tubes at Herzo Base. 
This shortage finally resulted in the doo.d
lining of some Boehme 5-C equipment. 

Ae a stop-gap measure to meet this emer
gency a substitution of more available 
tubes, 6SN7's, for the 6J6's was tried. It 
was found that the equipment would operate 
very satisfactorily using the substitute 
6SN7's, even though the characteristics of 
the two different tubes were dissimilar. 

Since the two tubes require different 
sockets, a small panel containing two oct
al sockets was mounted under the chassis 
of the Boehme 5C and wired to the appro
priate pins on the 6J6 sockets. 

The new sockets were then in parallel 
with the existing sockets allowing the use 
of either type tube by merely inserting 
the desired type in the correct sockets 
and removing the other tubes. 

vx 7 
6 .:JN 7 

ThiR modification is easily removable and 
it requires no permanent change in the 
chassis or wiring of the equipment. Opera
tionally, the only significant difference 
noted was that using 6SN7's made the ad
justment of the signal balance and noise 
rejection controls very critical; however, 
once the correct setting was made no fur
ther change was necessary. 

The attached diagrams show the details 
of construction and mounting of the panels 
and the pin connections required for the 
new tube sockets. 

S·C·4. 
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Last Year, Lieutenant General Wyman, IX 
Corps Co!nmander, called a general meeting 
to set forth plans for operation "Mush
room." The o-peration called for IX Corps 
Headquarters to deploy tactically under 
Atomic Warfare conditions. This called for 
the headquarters to split up into three 
separate elements, each setting up and op
erating independent of the other. This 
will provide at least one if not two Corps 
Level Command Posts in case of an Atomic 
attack. 
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As our Battalion does not have sufficient
ly authorized personnel to allow for more 
than one operating location,it was decided 
to set up the entire Operations Section 
with the forward element of IX Corps,Chang
am-Ni. 

Before very loqg the section bundled it
self up in one 2f and two 3/4 ton trucks, 
departed Chunchon,and headed for the mam
tains near Changam-Ni. Arriving after most 
of the other IX Corps Sections, the sec-
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Inside of Bunker. 
tion had to locate at the head of a draw 
where most of the ground was on an ap-proxi
mate 300 slope. After a hurried bit of 
tent pitching, as protection against rain 
already falling, a very tired and gypsy
like band bedded down for the night,sleep
ing almost in the perpendicular; this left 
the individual a choice of having head or 
feet downhill. Next day this was correct
ed by removing five feet of earth from the 
rear of the tent and depositing same atthe 
front. With a firmly established abode 
that was readied none too soon, since the 
last heavy snowfall of the season came at 
that time, attention was directed to the 
construction of our bunker. 

The digging and building of our Atomic 
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Bunker was to be coordinated so as not to 
hinder normal operations. The bunker di
mensions were to be approximately 15'X 12' 
X 7' and construction was begun on sched
ule. With the turning of the first shovel 
of dirt we ran into trouble ....•. . ROCK ! ! ! 
So now, instead of a three to four week 
timetable it appeared to be more of a two 
month schedule. As other Corps sections 
were meeting with the same difficulty, air 
hammers and dynamite was supplied in addi
tion to the pick and shovel. A daily aver
age of six Korean laborers were available 
from the labor pool for the construction 
work. As the dynamite teams and air ham
mers were limited, approximately 7CJ1, of 
the bunker hole was dug by hand. This add
ed considerably to the building time. 

Building materials were hauled in from 
Ka.pyong-Ni, 45 miles south. The materials 
being served on a "what's available"basis 
we drew 6" X 16", 2" X 12" 111 X 12" and 

II 4" ' J 2 X . For waterproofing we had five 
rolls of roofing paper and ten small cans 
of tar. The first beam was erected on the 
2nd of June. The job was completed on 11 
June and the section moved in on the 12th 

' continuing operations. Pfc Burden, with 
his six Koreana,required an additional two 
weeks to re-cover and camouflage the bunk
er. Camouflaging was achieved by trans
planting trees and grass to blend with the 
surrounding terrain,with a small amount of 
garnished chicken wire being used over the 

• 
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Cross section of Bunker. 
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walk and the two bunker entrances. As a 
building sidelight,approximately five car
tons of cigarettes were passed out to the 
Korean laborers during the two month per
iod. This form of inducement accelerated 
their daily working ability. 

Finally came the big test ....... RAIN ''' 
It came down in buckets for five days, 
nineteen inches in all. Ours was one of 
the few bunkers that did not leak. The big 
difference was the installation of the t.a:ri
paper roofing and use of plenty of tar. We 

·· laid the tarpa'Per down without nails and 
'PUt,two rows of sandbags on to'P to kee'P 
rocks from tearing holes when re-covering 
O'Peration was begun. A minimum of four 
feet, slo'Ping U'P to eight feet, of fill was 
'Placed on top of the bunker. 

With its stee'P slo'Pe and being built 
flush to conform with the side of the motm-

tain, as shown in the 'Picture above, it is 
estimated that the bunker would withstand 
an atomic airburst with its various ray 
effects at ground zero. So ...•... BRING ON 
THE BOMBS ! ! ! 

A Crypt Technician In An Embassy 
By Hubert V. Brown 

(euuflden t!a:t) 

Based U'Pon the general idea that the 
more we know about the other fellow's job, 
the better we can do our own, it has been 
suggested by the 0'Perations Officer here 
at Two Rock Ranch Station that I might be 
able to pass on a bit of information con
cerning the cryptogra'Phic SU'P'Port of Army 
Attache Offices. 

SERVED AT THE HAGUE 

What I shall say will be colored by over 
three years duty with the Office of the 
Army Attache of the American Embassy at 
the Hague. 

First, it may be well to ex'Plain some
thing of the general idea of chain of 
command and relationship with the other 
services and the State Department. 

Our government is represented in foreign 
countries by, in order of precedence and 
im'Portance, Embassies, Legations, and Con
sulates. With an Embassy goes the title 
of Ambassador; A Legation has a Minister; 
and Consulates have Consuls General. These 
representatives of the President of the 
United States are the senior re'Presentat
ives to the country of their assignment. 

Within the structure of an Embassy or Le
gation are attaches. In a large and im
'Portant country each service may have an 
attache and assistant attaches while in a 
small country one attache may be res'Ponsi
b le for re'Presenting more than one mili
tary service. In other cases an attache 
might be accredited to more than one coun
try. For example, the Naval attache to 
the Netherlands is also the Naval attache 
to Belgium. 

The Army Attache Branch is directly un
der the supervision of the Assistant Chief 
of Staff, G-2. He chooses an officer for 
attache duty and asks the Department of 
State for approval and accreditation and 
Department of State requests 'Permission 
from the country concerned 'Prior to making 
final assignment. 

Arrangements have been made between the 
services for mutual su'Pport at country 
level on many administrative details. In 
all countries there is only one crypto
graphic section. The Army attache in the 
Netherlands is res'Ponsible for all communi
cations. Special cryptonets are 'Provided 
for attaches and they normally hold one 
world-wide theater system for local mat-

(Continued on page 21) 
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The War In The Ether 
THE INTERCEPT SERVICE 

(1914--1918) 
AT SEA 

(Confidential) 

The war at sea 1914--1918 (aside from 
submarine warfare) did not play the role 
that one had been led to ex'Pect initially. 
Germany's 'Principal opponent at sea was 
Great Britain. On the question whether the 
German fleet should seek a decisive battle 
with the English battle fleet, the German 
Imperial Government differed with the ad
miralty staff and with the Secretary of 
the Imperial Navy, Grand Admiral Von Terp
itz. While these last two wished to com
mit the fleet, above all to interrupt 
English-French communications across the 
channel,the Imperial Government considered 
it correct to guard the fleet against se
vere losses so as to have it as an instru
ment of power at the time of the 'Peace 
negotations. 

Within the framework of the interce'Pt 
service, however, the interception of ene
my radio traffic occupied no less a place 
at sea than with the land forces. In fact, 
we may say that here on the quiet a much 
more intensive battle in the ether was cm
ducted than with the land troops. Primari
ly, it was England and Germany which paid 
most attention to the naval intercept ser
vice and repeatedly knew how to derive 
advantage from this invisible weapon. 

The principle of disguising radio traf
fic was here pushed into the foreground 
far more than ashore. From the very begin
ning the use of cryptographic systems was 
on a larger scale. Moreover, the system of 
so called fake radio traffic was verygood; 
here a message from a naval command station 
to a ship at sea was apparently dispatched 
by radio to some other coastal station 

while the warship stood by for reception 
on the same wave length and heard it at 
the same time. 

Soon after the outbreak of the war, the 
German fleet suffered a misha'P which later 
turned out to be very disadvantageous for 
the German naval forces. In the Baltic the 
German fleet opened the naval war with an 
attack by the small cruisers "Augsburg" 
and "Magdeburg" on Libau on 2 August 1914. 
A few months later the cruiser "Magdeburg" 
was sunk by Russian naval forces in the 
Baltic. That did not remain a secret. How
ever, it did remain a secret that the 
Russians sent down a diver to the sunken 
"Magdeburg" who brought up from the radio 
booth the code book with its heavy lead 
covers. The book was dried carefully and 
proved to be utterly undamaged. Monitoring 
of German naval traffic by the Russian na
val intercept station at Kr£>nstadt reveal.ad 
that the Germans were still working with 
this secret system. Now there began a 
lively deciphering activity at the Russian 
cipher bureau in St. Petersburg which 
yielded excellent information regarding all 
events in the Gennan high seas fleet. The 
English got a copy of the code, and hence
forth were likewise in a 'Position to de
cipher German naval radio traffic - and 
that for a period of years! 

One of the first successes of the British 
Fleet, which was based on results of the 
intercept and deciphering service, was the 
battle at the Doggerbank on 24 January 
1915. The English had been able to follow 
exactly the a'Pproach of the German light 
naval forces, and they knew all the German 

Translated from original German materials by 

Dr Ray W. Pettengill 
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ship units which had been 'committed for 
this action. The sinking of the German 
armored cruiser "Bluecher" at that time 
was due to the English intercept service. 

In the course of the First World War,the 
interception of naval radio traffic assum
ed even greater proportions; the English 
in particular achieved very noteworthy re
sults in this field, especially in moni
toring the radio traffic of German sub
marines with their bases and with other 

.. naval units on the high seas. 

The London "Times" on 22 December 1927 
published a short resume' of a lecture de
livered by Sir A. Ewing, Professor of the 
Philosophical Faculty at the University of 
Edinburgh. This man, an outstanding pro
fessor, was, during the war 1914-1918, 
chief of that bureau of the English Admir
alty whose task it was to decipher the in
tercepted radiograms of the German Navy. 
This bureau thrived beyond all expectation 
and had more than 50 regular decoders; on 
the average 2,000 intercepted messages 
were handled here daily. All movements of 
German warships were followed by the Brit
ish Admiralty primarily by the aid of in
formation secured in this fashion. As Sir 
A. Ewing remarked, thanks to various for
tunate accidents, the British information 
service had nearly all the German codes in 
its possession; the remainder were solved 
by analytic methods. 

The carrying out of the long range block
ade by the British of the German North Sea 
Coast was possible with only meager forces 
because they were promptly informed re
garding all movements of German unite. 
Moreover, the British cipher bureau very 
quickly succeeded in solving the German 
cipher used in the radio traffic with sub
marines. This was a success of really in
estimable value since now in connection 
with the direction finding service the 
English were in a position to follow the 
routes of the German submarines precisely 
from day to day. While in Germany people 
were anxiously endeavoring to keep every
thing pertaining to the use of submarines 
strictly secret, doubling and tripling 
their guards and security measures in a 
downright convulsive fear of English ap:Jas, 
the English Intelligence Service had noth
ing to do but to follow carefully Ge;rman 
naval radio traffic. In Room Number 40 in 
the British Admiralty,in which the evalua
tion center was located, there was a busy 

6 

activity day and night. on an enormous 
wall chart the ascertained positions of 
German unite were entered. Everything hav
ing to do with this was as well known here 
as if details had been published in an 
"Extra." 

The English were the first in the First 
World War to create a technically exact 
and fast working system of evaluation, a 
system which can be regarded as modern 
even today. The "direction finding" sta
tions were connected with each other and 
with the central office by teletype. Ev
ery reading taken was passed at once to tbe 
central office, and laid out here by the 
aid of silk threads on a great orientation 
map which was mounted horizontally. In the 
cipher bureau sat the men who day and night 
deciphered every incoming intercepted ra
diogram. An enormous card file contained 
all station call signs which had hitherto 
appeared in the intercept service, along 
with all other available data, and this 
made it possible to recognize currentlytm 
systems according to which call signs were 
changed in the German traffic, to recon
struct these, and even to tell in advance 
what call signs this or that German statim 
would have tomorrow or day after tomorrow 
or a week hence. 

The collaboration between direction find
ing, evaluation, and decipherment was here 
so sensible and well-organized ae it never 
was in Germany either during the First 
World War, or after the war, or even during 
the Second World War, because here they 
never got away from petty concern with 
their own interest and egotistic pride in 
their own unit. 

What significance the English attached 
even at that time to the intercept service 
is evident from the mere fact that there 
was an Admiral at the head of the service; 
in Neumuenster (where the central office 
of the German Naval Intercept Service was 
located) it was a naval lieutenant. In 
London, at the last, several hundred men 
were engaged in decipherment and evalua
tion, in Neumueneter there were a few doz
en. And if, in spite of that, successes 
were scored by the German Naval Intercept 
Service, then that was due to the intel
ligence and initiative of individual men. 
The over-all organization was inadequate. 

The greatest success of the young German 
submarine weapon came soon after the be-
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ginning of the war in the sinking of three 
English armored cruisers by "U-9" under 
Lieutenant Weddigen. That was before the 
breaking of the German code for submarmes 
Later,when in February 1915 submarine war
fare was carried on according to plan, it 
did not bring the expected reeulte,and for 
the above-mentioned reasons could not pos
sibly do so. After the sinking of the 
"Lusitania" submarine warfare was also 
limited by American pressure. And when it 
was resumed again in an inteneif ied form 
on l February 1917, it only served in con
junction with the Zimmermann dispatches to 
bring the 'CSA upon the scene of action as 
an active opponent . 

The forces available at the beginning of 
the war for cruiser warfare abroad consist
ed essentially of the eastern Asiatic 
cruiser squadron under Vice Admiral Count 
Von Spee. Since Von Spee could not contain 
himself in eastern Asia against the super
ior forces of the Allies, he put out into 
the Pacific on 13 August 1914. Hie squad
ron consisted of the armored cruisers 
"Scharnhoret" and "Gneisenau," and the 
small cruisers "Dresden," "Leipzig," and 
"Nuernberg." 

'What happened in the next weeks on the 
Pacific was an extremely interesting bat
tle in the ether, which was essentially 
something brand new. While the English 
radioed away bravely in their chase for 
Von Spee~s squadron, with the result that 
it was always possible for Von Spee to 
keep posted on the movements of the enemy, 
he himself was able so to mislead the ene
my by radio silence and occasional decept
ive radio traffic by the ship's radio of 
the 11 ttle cruiser "Emden," which had been 
ordered into Australian waters, that hie 
appearance in Chilean waters came as a 
complete surprise. At Coronel on l Novem
ber 1914 Von Spee'e squadron in complete 
battle order and battle readiness met the 
squadron of the utterly unsuspecting Ad
miral Cradock, who supposed that Von Spee 
was far away in the direction of Australia. 
Von Spee was able to bring hie ships into 
such a favorable position and strike eo 
unexpectedly that within the shortest time 
the British armored cruisers "Good Hope" 
and "Monmouth" were eunk,and several other 
units badly damaged. By this naval victory 
allied shipping in adjacent areas was al
most completely paralyzed for a number of 
weeks. 

Discussion Topics 

To be sure, the ;'Emden" itself fell a 
victim, so to speak,to radio traffic a few 
days after the battle at Coronel. After a 
fairly long career as a raider in the 
Indian Ocean,it had appeared off the Kokoe 
Islands to take on water and destroy the 
radio station there. In so doing, the ra
dio station of the "Emden" engaged in traf
fic with the land station which took the 
"Emden" for an Australian cruiser. During 
this radio conversation the operator of the 
"Emden" did something in an unskillful way 
so that the land station recognized the 
true character of the ship and sent out 
alarm messages; the "Emden" now sent out a 
landing unit to destroy the radio station. 
While the ship was waiting for the return 
of this unit, a superior Australian cruis
er hurried up in response to the alarm 
messages from the station, fired on the 
"Emden" and damaged it so badly that 1 t hai 
to be run on the reef by its own crew. 

Count Von Spee had a similar misfo~tune 
with hie squadron on 8 December 1914,when, 
on hie way around South America, he wae 
approaching the Falkland Islands and made 
contact with the radio station there with
out noticing that a strong British squad
ron was lying protected by the islands. 
In this way Von Spee gave himself away 
prematurely, and was attacked unexpectedly 
without being able to deploy his ships 
properly. 

The greatest sea battle of the First 
World War was the battle of the Ska.gerrak 
on 31 May 1916. It, too, was influenced by 
the intercept service and, to be sure, on 
both Bides. Both the British and the Ger
mana had followed the course of the enemy 
squadrone;the only difference was that the 
Germans had succeeded in veiling the course 
of the German main fleet so that it a}l
peared as a surprise for the English, and 
by so doing decided the course of the 
battle. 

In many other undertakings at sea during 
the First World War, the intercept service 
played a decisive role. 

35Jd Popular With Koreans 

Citizens of Sam Chung Dong Chong No Dis
trict, Seoul, visited the 352d, congratu
lated the men on the anniversary of their 
advent in Seoul and thanked them formally 
for aid. 
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By Capt Joseph Goldenberg 

Early in the Korean conflict, a definite 
need became apparent for ASA support of 
forward combat unite. Such a mission was 
not provided for by the current T/o&F.'e, 
therefore it was necessary to obtain per
sonnel and equipment from standard ASA 
unite and to borrow equipment from combat 

Junita in order to initiate the low level 
program. 

Since its inception in the middle of Aug
ust 1951, ASA support of combat unite has 
mushroomed into one of the principal mie
eione of ASA in Korea. Its success ie 
strongly evidenced by the constant demand 
for additional tactical ASA support by 
field Commanders. Security regulations 
prohibit the use of specific examples or 
"war stories 11 which would bring to light 
the entire effectiveness of low level 
teams; however, certain information can be 
given which will serve to impress all con
cerned that ASA has given and will con
tinue to give combat forces a helping band. 

Field commanders agree that one of their 
most prolific sources of intelligence is 
through the low level effort. Low level 
teams in direct support of regiments and 
lower units operate along the main line of 
resistance or if necessary along the out
post line of resistance. Their work is in 
areas constantly subjected to artillery and 
mortar fire. To date, thanks to vell con
structed bunkers and to common sense safe
ty precautions, there have been no battle 
casualties in low level operations. Dur
ing the recent heavy rains in Korea, it is 
interesting to note that ASA bunkers as a 
whole withstood the effects of the storms 
whereas many in other uni ts did not. ASA 
bunker design has been perfected by ASA 
personnel and in most cases is capable of 
withstanding a direct hit from a 155mm 
artillery shell. 

Life in a low level team is interesting, 
but the work is exacting and the hours are 
often long. When excitement comes, it 
comes in large packages. The satisfaction 
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of assisting combat units and saving the 
lives of fighting men is a wonderful re
ward in i tee lf. 

Since personnel in low level teams are 
subjects to most of the hardships. of the 
combat troops around them, it is important 
that they be trained mentally and physi
cally to undergo this rigorous life. Such 
training at the ASA Training Center, Fort 
Devens, Massachusettes, would pre-pare per
sonnel for this specialized mission. 

Low level units in Korea have been prais
ed by tactical commanders from Corps Com
manders down to patrol units. One corps 
commander in official correspondence stat
ed that expansion of the low level effort 
was "of the moat pressing importance." Re
cently one of the law level commanders was 
praised and thanked for intelligence he 
gathered which made it possible for a 
friendly patrol to avoid ambush and prob
ably annihilation by the enemy. There 
have been many instances such as this. Ci
tations, commendations and awards by divi
sions commanders, now a common occurrence, 
furnish further proof of the success of 
this mission. Recently,one division liai
son officer (low level commander) was a
warded a Legion of Merit by the supported 
division commander. Bronze Stars have been 
numerous. 

Aside from the fact that personnel from 
low level teams are awarded 4 points per 
month for rotation purposes, this work af
fords an excellent opportunity for red
blooded ASA personnel to get a good taste 
of the dangers and excitement of war. That 
ASA has its share of adventures and pio
neers is evident by the large number of re
quests from both officers and enlisted men 
for assignment to law level units. 

Tactical commanders want to know what's 
happening right now and what's going to 
happen in the next few hours. Low level 
support is the answer to that prob1em. 
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Cryptographic Training 
Problems By Thomas A. Shealy 

Opportunity will continue to be provided herein for practice in the solu
tion of problems in cryptanalysis. This ancient and esoteric art was a fa
vorite of Francie Bacon in Queen Elizabeth's time and a profitable diversion 
for Thomae Jefferson. It would have been the sport of kings, like Cavalry, 
if kings had minds ae limber as their seats and could master the mysteries 
of hidden language as readily as they did their mounts. All who wish to 
graduate from the blue lodge of crossword puzzles into the higher arcana of 
Vigen$re squares and Playfair ciphers are invited to try their hands at the 
unraveling of these mysteries. To strike the proper mood, something inform
ative will continue to be prefixed to the problems themselves. 

Ideographic writing depicts ideas in two 
manners altogether different: directly, by 
pictures representing the objects them
selves; symoblically, by the reproduction 
of a material object or a conventional 
figure to represent an abstract idea. In 
ideographic writing the pictures express 
the object by the painting of the object 
itself, the sun by a disk, the moon by a 
crescent. The symbols, however, may be of 
two kinds, simple or complex. The simple 
ones are formed, by synecdoche, in depict
ing a part for the whole, or the whole for 
the part (the pupil for the eye); by meto
nymy,in depicting the cause for the effect 
and the symbol for the thing it represents 
(the sunrise to sunset cycle for the day, 
by metaphor, in depicting an object by a 
figure which is the result of a comparison 
between the object of the idea expressed 
and the figurative meaning which one de
sires to give to it (the fore parts of a 
lion to denote the idea of priority); by 
enigma, in representing the image of an 
object having only fictitious relation to 
the object of the idea noted (a sparrow
hawk on a perch to express the idea of 
God). Complex ideographs consist of the 
junction of several pictures, the combina
tion representing an idea which a simple 
symbol could not depict (a reversed cre
scent accompanied by a star to give the 
idea of the mopth.) 

Ancient inscriptions, strictly speaking, 
are not cryptographic since they were not 
drawn up with the purpose of a hidden or 
abridged text; they are simple systems of 
writing of which the usage was lost and 
which were able to be read again after 
certain study and research. 
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Proltlo1n1 
5. PUZ DE AFK 2500 KCS 300225Z 

DC HOR 
KHOWW 
UK I FF 
LGESE 
ELDEK 
LVPNG 
CLVXK 
EVENT 
VEX IL 
DXKBZ 
UDIBZ 
DNFSE 
PSFNT 

SNCML 
NRUUE 
VB F 0 C 
NDCUF 
DIBEH 
THLMT 
KIVBK 
VNSEV 
GESEV 
HI CC N 
LVENT 
VEVPV 
Q E FEN 

VRANI 
NT I IL 
CFFVB 
0 DB KI 
XI TSU 
HIS 0 D 
VJUTG 
ETTTB 
ERAME 
F CU KI 
NAKKH 
PVEXK 
SUDLZ 

ACYUZ 
GONRC 
FF VB I 
SULUF 
MTNDI 
KVHNZ 
TIQOS 
NFBTL 
DASOL 
MIBYC 
VPSFU 
NYC UV 
DC H 0 R 

6. EJO DE AFK 3000 KCS 30025oz 

DDWHI OBVGR 
PWDSZ RDSZC 
RAO SD IEVGF 
SOUDF MSFGI 
GAF RI DVDSF 
EVGSD RRFFF 
CBSMC TTXNT 
ZYSRD CGYSR 
BRQTD OUDFT 
DBNSZ MYDVR 
VRYTB VDBEW 
SCVGV UEGLU 
DDWHI 

RLOWT DSAOC 
MAVGF CVRDD 
PWURR LOWTD 
FVHGL TDOZI 
FYSRD CGBVI 
QSUHV UITUT 
EAXTD FBFQS 
QTBIE VGRQT 
DCDTU GFCQW 
WDVQG FQSUH 
QDBXT XXFOA 
EQZTE AHXXX 

7. .AFK DE TYD 4000 KCS 300635z 

AEBLA NVOZT KSRZC GUIBM 
KPIHS FQRDM CPKSH NTKAW 
MTANV VMAOW MBMLI ZDWKI 
LOZUA MI I LS MXBAO WMHSU 
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SFAOQ A TB OT M O~:t;; IQF~~6139 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
-C RYPT ANL 
2 IBDEF GHJK 
7 OQUVWXZ., 

ZRFMS BYILM 
TKBVP FSWKI 
MNVAB QUOAU 
NCMCX ELOZW 
AEMFA MSBYW 
DKWAF PM TAM 
B Z Q KS QVNVX 
L KI IL STX XX 

IP Z LY 
LOZUA 
TMUYA 
KCXMB 
KNTMB 
SBYFA 
RCFFW 
AEBLA 

IBWMH 
IWVNS 
RFVMU 
ZN EMF 
UWRFR 
LKTAA 
NUKWK 

8. TYD DE AFK 7000 KCS 30071oz 

DEROG TA ECK CDZDD PGCTO 
RS S 0 R DAHFL UOWTP FOLUX 

'IKPRO KZKZA SERDZ ZMCRD 
EMLBG SFLBZ LECTC BAIUN 
IZMOY QLSIP MD A CD T FE TE 
IF ID Z RPADT FTANR I K 0 TT 
AECKC PAP BE B DZ D T EH STE 
T P Z 0 T IEXGV WSTXY VHIDR 
0 E 0 SA PXVWT SSTPU Z LE RC 
DAZEL 0 TR ZS CSBDT OHDSP 
PLXZL KPVID EV IS I NRINX 
DE ROG 

I Clues I 
Problem 5. 

SB 0 QF Z XI QT LPN RX 0 B 
AMS LR CPYRR YAI 

Problem 6. 
BKQNO MQWNA EJRAN OA 
OBDFJ BK Q P Q LM 

Problem 7. 
NJYWD YGP 
QDDME N QB D 

Problem 8. 
DK NEV KJPWH PSKOM QWNA 
x Q Q x z HBKBJ v 

Solutions to problems in the 

last published issue of the 

Review. 

Problem 1. 
MAR SOM BI.A DE CHA 2000 KCS 100625Z 
TO ALL REGIMENTAL COMMANDERS STOP nPECT 
ENEMY COUNTERATTACK ALONG DIVISION FRONT 
BEFORE ZERO NINE ZERO ZERO STOP THREE 'l'WO 
REGIMENT WILL REMAIN IN RESERVE STOP CHAI'i>
LER COMMANDJNG ONE ONE DIVISION 
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Keyword = Cryptanalysis 

Problem 2. 

CHA DE SOM 2400 KCS 100840Z 
FROM SO?+fi!:RRS TO CHANDLER STOP RE<1JEST AD
DITIONAL REENFORCEMEN'l'S FOR '1llREE TWO RE
GIMENT AS SOON AS PCBSIBLE STOP REENFORCE
MENTS REQUESTED !AST WEEK HAVE NOT YET AR
RIVED STOP SITUATION SERIOUS AS REGIMENT 
IS GREATLY UNDER STRENGTH 

2 6 5 0 8 

~
TRAFI 

7CNLYS 
BDEGH 

3KMOPQ 
4uvwxz 

Problem 3. 

9713426508 
TRAFICNLYS 

Keyword : Traffic Analysis 

CHA DE BIA 2600 KCS 100935Z 
ENEMY ATTACKING OUR POSITION AT CROSSROAIS 
FOUR SEVEN FOUR STOP FORCE F.sTIMATED AT 
ONE REENFORCED RECilMENT MAKING ATTACK STOP 
EXPJOOT TO RETAIN PRESENT POSITION UNLl!SS 
STRONGER ATTACK DEVELOPS STOP BLACKSTONE 
COMMANDING 

3 7 1 5 9 
12 c o Mu N 
34 I ATS E 
56 RYBDF 
78 GHKLP 
90 QVWXZ 

Keyword: Comnunica tions Security 

Problem 4. 

CHA DE MAR 2200 KCS 1001120Z 
REFERENCE YOUR MESSAGE NUMBER ONE STOP AT
TACK ALONG THREE ONE REGIMENTAL FRONT BE
GAN AT ONE ZERO ZERO TODAY STOP MY REGI
MENT HOU>ING FIRM S'IDP COLONEL MARSH COM
MANDING THREE ONE REGIMENT 
M I L T A R Y N E G C B D F 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 
HJKOPQSUVWXZ P 
24 25 26 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 Cl 
08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 C2 

Keyword =Military Intelligence 
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TASATC 

TO 

USES TAPE 

PROTECT 
The ASA Training Center bas discovered 

a good use for the disk-like rubber cores 
around which undulator tape received in 
recent shipments is wrapped. The floors 
of two of their buildings at Fort Devens 
were done over completely with attractive 
asphalt tile, which is easily ma.rre4 by 
the office furniture. The wisightly in
dentations ma.de in this manner cannot be 
removed • When the new ti le was laid, the 
rubber disks were placed under the legs of 
all tables, desks, and other heavy objects 
and glued on. These rubber disks are hard 
enough to stand wear but soft enough to 
preTent damage to the tile. 

The disks, which are usually discarded, 
are readily available. The suggestion of 
Colonel B. F. Hurless, Commanding Officer 
of the Training Center, that similar use 
of them could be made in other units, is 

CORES OF RUBBER 

ASPHALT TILE FLOORS 
passed on, 

Two views of undulator tape roll core plugs 
of rubber for use as protectors for office 
furniture on tile floors. 

Modification Of The BC-1016 Recorder 
By Edwin W. Reinert, SFC 

(Dissemination of this material may not 
be construed as its sanction by Hq, ASA.) 

Because of the present shortage of manu
al morse operators encountered at Field 
Station 8606, it was deemed expedient to 
modify the BC-1016 to record certain morse 

" ..,._ " signals obtained from the Tone ,_..,,,yer 
terminals of a Boehme 5C conTerter. The 
solution to our problem has proven to be a 
much more satisfactory arrangement than 
the old system. The inclosed diagram is 
self explanatory. The dotted portion of 
the diagram represents the added circuit. 
The X's in the diagram indicate breaks in 
the original circuit necessary to accom
plish the modification. The parts needed 
are listed on the diagram, and consist of 
two resistors placed in the input circuit 
of the 6NS7 trigger tube. It is believed 
that further explanation is unnecessary. 

The same result could ha.Te been obtained 
by using a relay to key the BC-1016, and 
for those of you who cannot spare a few 
BC-1016's for modification, the relay meth
od would be the satisfactory solution. A 
teletype RY-30 Line Relay (WECO No. 255.A) 
has been found to be an excellent relay. 

Discussion Topics 

NOTE: 

DIAGRAM FOR MODIFICATION 
OF THE BC-1018 RECORDER 

192 

I I 
I I 

L - - - -..J\/\/'- ..J 

2 MEG. 

I 

C!i~ f la.I I 
2 I 
- I 

I I 
t- .J 

I 
I 
I 
I 

-:!::::-

THE PARTS NEEDED FOR THE llODIFICATION ARE AS FOLLOWS 
A. 1 ea. 1 llEG, RESISTOR 
B. 1 ea. 2 MEG. RESISTOR 

THE MODIFICATION IS THE DOTTED PORTION OF THE DIAGRAM ABOVE. 
THE X!s INDICATE BREAKS IN THE ORIGINAL CIRCUT. 
THE OUTPUT OF THE BOHME IS CONNECTED TO THE KEYING 
TERMINALS OF THE 80-1016. (It will be noted that it is 
important to observe polarity, the bottom terainal on the 
keying terainal strip of the 1016 is ground) 
The tone keyer output of the Bohae is the output used, 
the left ter•inal is the ground terainal. 
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333d Comm Recon Co 

The 333d Communication Reconnaissance 
Company marks another month in the frigid 
temperate almost "tropical" zone of Alaska. 
The weather was such last summer that it 
was possible to wear furs at night,bathing 
suits in the afternoon, and suntans in the 
mornings. 

Artificial Wells 

The words "Communications Reconnaissance" 
have come to include construction, engin
eering, transportation, and well-digging. 
Well-digging as defined briefly by Webster, 
"an issue of water from the earth,or a pit 
or hole sunk to reach a supply of water." 
Here in the Arctic, however, a well is a 
depression thirty to fifty feet deep dug 
through perma-frost, tundra, fossil, and 
stratum. The equipment needed, a pick, a 
long rope with a pail, and ten MOS's pecu
liar to the 333d organization. Once fin
ished; the depression is filled with four 
to five hundred gallons of water, carted 
from a nearby lake. This process is re
peated daily as drawing the water from the 
well has a tendency to lower the level. 
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Detachment F 

Detachment "F" at Gambell has completed 
its first six months of outpost duty in 
surroundings resembling something invented 
by Rube Goldberg in one of his brighter 
moments. For instance, in the refrigerator 
building it was necessary to keep three oil 
stoves burning continuously in order to 
keep it warm enough so the refrigerator mo
tors will operate to keep it cold. 

Winter Returns to Fairbanks 

After an extremely warm (for Alaska) De
cember, Fairbanks in generai, and the men 
of Field Station 8607 in particular, ex
perienced a January which was as severe as 
December was mild. 

The mercury averaged a mean 300 below, 
and not once during the month did it rise 
above zero after the 8th. That is in con
trast to the normal January average tem
perature of -11 degrees. On four nights 
the thermometer dipped below -50 degrees, 
with the low for the year, -54 degrees, 
registered on two occasions. When a "heat 
~ave" finally forced its way through the 
cold air masses on 9 February, a high plus 
22° was recorded. 

March of Dimes 

The most successful single fund-raising 
effort by Field Station 8607 for the M:i.rch 
of Dimes was a basketball game between the 
Brass and the Zebras (otherwise known as 
Officers versus M:l.ster Sergeants and Ser
geants and Sergeants First Class). 

Contributions by the 60-odd in attend
ance amounted to $74. of the total $170.35 
netted by the month-long Polio Drive. The 
game was held in the open and the 400 be
low zero weather had no effect on the at
tendance. 

Army Security Agency Discussion Topics 

.,,S.:~f,!IJ FS 6107 AT l(ENA~ AlAll(A 
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PH.OTOGRAPBS OF CONSTRUCTION 

Top Right : Headquarters Building; top and 
across: Antenna Field showing steel masts 
and Engineers ditching for cable; across 
middle, Operations Building; small photos 
at left: upper: D/F Building; lower Ge.ta 
House and fence;lower right: Heating Plant 
for Operations unit. 
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R:lt"H" ID: A66139 
Cape Prince c.i"f'"Walei 8604th 

This is our first communication with a 
headquarters ASA publication. In thi~ ar
ticle we will attempt to give a resume of 
the setting-up and working of Detachment 
"A". 

Because of a very large sand bar, the 
boats were unable to reach the beach at 
this site. It was then decided to set up 
near the Air Force Base at Tin City, Alas
ka. 

The operations build'ing is a quonset 
ninety-two feet long and twenty feet wide. 
It consists of five sections: Operations 
room, radio maintenance,kitchen with emer
gency supplies, emergency living quarters, 
and the generator room. The men are quar
tered with the Air Force detachment. 

All installations on the west coast of 
Alaska have two great problems: water and 
communications. We have two ways of combat 
ing the water situation. One is to have 
large storage tanks, which are filled dur
ing the short summer months; the other is 
to melt snow. Since our installations are 
temporary,we melt snow when we cannot draw 
from the large storage tanks of the Air 
Force. 

ASAA Starts Operations 

Following in the rise of ASA expansion in 
Europe, additional support to the various 
Army unite was effected with the operation 
of ASA Austria (8618 AAU). 

The 328th Comm Becon Co, the USFA Command 
eup~ort unit, arrived in the theater from 
Fort Devene,Maeeachueetts,and was assigned 
to ASAA. They started full ASAA operations 
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8604th Helps Sell America 

to Emperor of Ethiopia 

Ha.ille Selasee, the First Emperor of 
Ethiopia, the Empress of Ethiopia and mem
bers of the Imperial Staff visited Radio 
Marina recently. Since Eritrea has become 
part of Ethiopia, a good impression by him 
of the station was important. 

Perhaps the biggest surprise of the en
tire tour came as Haille Selaeee viewed 
the murale,tableclothe, and the food being 
prepared at the mesa hall. The Emperor was 
greatly surprised to find that this was an 
enlisted men's meas. 

At the Field Station 8604 PX Ha.ille Se
laeee had his first milk shake, which his 
youngest eon,an admirer of stateside food, 
drink,and music, had suggested to him. 

During the entire visit, the Emperor was 
very cordial. Both his dignity and hie 
consideration were very impressive. The 
party was followed by military personnel 
and dependents of the post, each of whom 
seemed to have at least one camera. 

the latter part of October at Salzburg. 

At first 16 enlisted men were assigned to 
8618 AAU, but upon completion of the bil
leting area and the necessary security re
quirements in the operations area this to
tal was increased. 

Location of ASA Austria 

Army Security Agency 

332d 
Welfare Activity 

Perhaps the moat popular welfare activity 
on the post is the Enlisted Men's Club. 
Although it began last November as a part 
of the consolidated meas operated by the 
332d Comm Bacon Co (Int), it was soon in
tegrated into the sub-post special servic
es program. 

The Ka.same library, which opened 8 July 
1952, has become a reliable attraction. 

Records show that ASA men have a definite 
preference for detective novele,while they 
scorn the well-stocked shelf of Westerns. 
Non-fiction books have about the same at
traction as novels, but the 50 different 
magazines .are the moat popular reading 
material. 

S60Sth 
Use Historic Edifice 

'children of two couples in the 8608th at 
Scheyern were christened by the Chaplain 
of the station in the Scheyern Monastery 
of Kloster. It ia one of the oldest Monas
teries in Southern Bavaria, being estab
lished as a religious institution more 
than 900 years ago. It maintains schools 
for boys and girls, an orphans and old 
folks home, and a seminary for boys. Its 
library contains several thousand volumes 
of hand printed books, dating back before 
the time of Columbus. The Kloster also ia 
engaged in translating scrolls and ancient 
documents for universities throughout the 
world. Land for the Scheyern Military Com
munity was donated by the Kloster, which 
owns or at one time owned moat of the 
rights of way and public utilities in 
Scheyern. 

32Sth 
Advent In Germany 

The ZI began buzzing in July as the 328th 
made ready for overseas shipment. The ad
vance party left Fort Devens on 16 July 
and arrived in Germany 4 August 1952. Af
ter working with the men of the 8608 at 
Scheyern for three weeks setting up the 
camp,the main body arrived from the states 
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and found their new home ready for occu
pancy. The PX, laundry, dry cleaners, bar
ber shop, newsstand, snack bar, fully 
equipped library, day room, and many other 
facilities to insure the high morale of 
the unit were all in operation upon arriv
al of the main body. The billets and the 
meas hall were fully equipped, and each 
man's bed was made up for him. All of this 
came to be through the courtesy and hard 
work of the sponsoring unit at Scheyern 
commanded by Captain Jenkins; assisted by 
the members of the advance party. While a 
German Bavarian band played some music, 
the men proceeded to get settled in their 
new home. The first meal, steak, was pre
pared, and the band serenaded the men to 
off-key German melodies. The welcoming 
left little to be desired and the unit got 
off to a good start. 

852d 
852d Goes To Paris 

The 852d Communication Reconnaissance 
Detachment is now attached to SHAPE Head
quarters with various parts of the unit 
scattered around and in Paris. 

The analysis sections are located within 
2 blocks of the Arc de Triumphe, while the 
radio site is near St. Germain, a distance 
of about 15 miles from Versailles where 
the men are billeted, the analysis section 
ia about 13 miles from Versailles and 10 
miles from St. Germain. 

Saint Germaine En Laye 

The e52d is located quite near St. Ger
main-En-Laye. On the way to work our radio 
site personnel pass through this interest
ing historical city of 22,013 inhabitants. 
It is a well-known resort town which oc
cupies a magnificent position at a height 
of 316 feet. Saint-Germain is situated on 
the edge of a plateau overlooking a loop 
in the Seine, at the border of the fa.moue 
Saint-Germain forest. 

The Castle of Saint-Germain was one of 
the principal residences of the French 
Kinge,from Louis le Gros (12th century) to 
Louie XIV. The present edifice, of the 
Renaissance, built under Francois I by the 
architect Pierre Chambigea was restored 
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REF ID:A66139 
under Napoleon III. It retains two older 
constructions: 14th century dungeon of the 
time of Charles V, which is at the left of 
the entrance, and the admirable Sainte 
Chapelle, erected by St. Louis from 1230 
to 1238; it is one of the purest jewels of 
Gothic art of the 13th century. 

The Castle contains the museum of French 
national antiquities (prehistoric, Celtic 
and Gallo-Roman), founded by Napoleon III. 

The famous te~race,7390 feet long, over
looks the valley of the Seine, on the edge 
of the forest and dominates an immense µm
orama. At the south end, the Pavilion 
Henri IV is the only remainder of the 16th 
century Chateau Neuf', where Louis XIV was 
born on September 5, 1638. 

Opposite the Castle the church, recon
structed in 1766, contains the mausoleum 
of James II Stuart,King of England (1701). 

The Town Hall has some superb tapestries 
of the Gobelins (17th century). In the 
Place Maurice BertAaux one sees a monument 
of the composer Claude Debussy (1862-1918). 

To the north of the city lies the forest 
of Saint-Germain (10,000 acres) which the 
Poissy, Pontoise and lthison laffitte roads 
cross. 

In a clearing,Les Loges, former convent, 
today education home for the legion d'Hon
neur stands overlooking a tuft of woods 
from where can be heard our radio receiv
ers. 

502d 
Rehabilitates 0 Id Buildings 

Welfare activities for units of the 502d 
Comm Recon Group at Badenerhof Ka.serne, 
Heilbronn am Neckar, were inadequate when 
most of the troops arrived. But with char
acteristic enthusiasm the personnel are 
improvising facilities for wholesome uti
lization of off-duty time. 

Plans have been approved, for the con
struction in 1953 of a bowling alley in an 
old German stable on the Ka.serne at a cost 
of about $42,000. The stables have the 
proper lay-out for a bowling alley without 
too much reconstruction. They are long, 
low, and narrow already. 
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Construction was started on the conver
sion of an old German riding hall into a 
modern gymnasium with courts for basket
ball,badminton,and other intramural sparts. 
This building, too, is about the proper 
size for a fine field house. Including the 
cost of bleachers, it is expected about 
$71,000 will be expended. 

One project, entirely home-grown was for 
a chapel. When a newly assigned Chaplain 
arrived with the 502d in July, he took one 
look at a section of a dilapidated German 
stable and said, "Here I shall build my 
Church." 

On his own initiative, the Chaplain has 
obtained an appropriation of about $4,000 
from a Stuttgart Military Post Fund for 
conversion of the stable into a chapel 
about 30' x 100' ,which will seat about 150 
people. 

The appropriation took care of only the 
rehabilitation of the building. Donations 
were received for altar cloths, drapes, 
carpets,and other appropriate ecclesiasti
cal appointments. Man from the 354th Comm 
Recon Co (Sec) have volunteered to con
struct the altar from stones collected 
from destroyed churches of the Protestant, 
Catholic, and Jewish faiths. Already Ka.
same church-goers have begun a collection 
of stones from various churches destroyed 
by war. 

Ever since arriving at Badenerhof, the 
Chaplain has been conducting his services 
in an upstairs dining room of the consoli
dated mess, with a minimum of noise from 
work in the dining room next door. 

Hints On PE 95 

A member of the 852d Communication Re
connaissance Detachment offers the follow
ing helpful hints on the PE 95: 

l. When the batteries go dead, don't 
break your back cranking. Get two jumper 
cables (#6 wire will do) and use a nearby 
jeep battery for current to the dead bat
tery posts. 

2. Why not install a 6 bolt light, with 
clips to attach to a battery,on the inside 
of the l~ ton trailer and have both hands 
free to refuel rather than using a flash
light at night. 
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ASAPAC Airmen 
As was mentioned in the last published 

issue of the Review, building and flying 
gas powered model airplanes, a most inter
esting and exacting hobby, has become one 
of the major Special Service activities at 
Headquarters, ASA Pacific. With the pos
sible exception of photography, model 
building is the most actively pursued yes:r
round hobby on the post. In a ten month 
period, more than $2,000. was spent by men 
of this Headquarters in the ASAPAC Hobby 
Shop for motors, planes, and associated 
equipment, and at least half again as much 
in the numerous model stores in Tokyo. 
Special Services procure and stock a wide 
variety of modeling items which are sold 
to the hobbyists at prices considerably 
below those on the open market. 

Steel Window Frames 

ASAPAC is saving money by replacing many 
wooden, oriental-type window frames by 
the more familiar metal ones because with 
the wooden frames breakage was costing ap
pro:x:ima te ly $500 annually. A broken catch 
often resulted in windstorm damage. The 
new frames are also more easily screened. 

330th 

CO.MRECO,the company radio station of the 
330th is now sporting a record library of 
some 800 records and transcriptions. One 
of the many good breaks COMRECO has been 
receiving is a special set of transcription 
from KIAC TV in Hollywood. The programs, 
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5 minutes in length, are called 'A letter 
to Korea' and are aired every other night 
on COMRECO. 

The program contains a transcribed let
ter from Betty White, star of her own TY 
show, and a song. The 330th is the only 
company receiving these transcriptions. 
This was made possible through the combin
ed efforts of CO.MRECO and the staff of 
KI.AC TV in Hollywood. 

356th 
3 56th (851st) Comm Recon Co 

A few weather beaten and discarded signs 
are all that remain of the 851st Communi
cation Reconnaissance Detachment at Camp 
Ma.tsushima,Japan. All personnel and equip
ment of the 85lst were transferred to the 
356th Communication Reconnaissance Company 
which continues to occupy the same area at 
Camp Matsushima.. The 85lst had been at the 
camp for seventeen months after returning 
from a seven month tour of duty in Korea 
where it received the Maritorious Unit 
Commendation and the distinction of being 
the first ABA security monitoring organi
zation to serve there. 

The personnel took the change in stride 
and progress goes on uninterrupted. The 
new area is being landscaped with the help 
of both local military and Japanese au
thorities. A complete reeodaing is being 
done by the 356th. Permission was obtain
ed from Japanese officials to dig trees 
from nearby woods and these are being 
planted throughout the area. 

Since the above was written, most of the 
activities mentioned have been completed. 

8612th 
Renovation Of Dining Room 

The 8612 AAU Maes now features new china
ware, upholstered dining chairs, wine col
ored window drapes, wall murals and a new
ly painted white interior. Freshly cut 
flowers on the tables add to the homey at
mosphere of the dining hall. 
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Project For 8612th S609th 

In January of 1953, Field Station 8612 
AAU "adopted" the Our Guardian Angel Or
phanage of Kita-Hiroshima. This institu
tion is operated by the Franciscan M:issl.on -
arias of Ma.ry,and houses one hundred forty 
four female orphans of both Japanese and 
Eurasian descent whose ages vary from two 
to twenty-one. Some of the orphans are 
victims of the bombing raids on Nagaski 
and Hiroshima. The orphanage itself is 
housed in three buildings and include a 
chapel, dispensary and school. 

The orphanage is partially supported by 
its community which farms a large portion 
of land surrounding the institution. The 
Franciscans number seven and are of French, 
Austrian, Japanese and American descent. 
It is their obligation to mother, nourish, 
and educate the orphans - all this without 
compensation. In spite of their individual 
efforts however, much of the orphanage's 
support must come from outside sources. 
Ona of the most important of these isF1eld 
Station 8612 AAU. 

Training Has Wider Meaning 
Training since the advent of the Korean 

War in 1950 has become increasingly a part 
of every soldier's existence. The need for 
stress on such things as weapons familiar
ization, defense against bacterialogical 
and radiological warfare, physical condi
tioning, and other aspects of training are 
readily evident. 

S603d By-Passes Road Hazards 
The personnel of the Transportation Sec

tion of Field Station,8603d AAU, have com
plsted a total of 313,826 accident-free 
miles since 31 May 51. 

This enviable record, established over 
some of the worst roads imaginable, which 
are shared by horsecarts, pedestrians, and 
Okinawan and Japanese drivers,was compiled 
while the outfit went through three cb:inges 
in name. 

D /F EQUIPMENT ON OKINAWA 
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Direction finding installation at USM-3. Notice the cables which must 
be used to keep the building from tumbling away across the field dur
ing typhoons. The antennas are always dismantled during typhoons to 
prevent their total destruction. (Since the picture was taken, the 
overhead telephone line has been replaced by an underground cable.) 

Army Security Agency 

Vint Hill Farms Station 

Vint Hill Installs Dial Phones 

Installation of a new dial telephone sys
tem is a development this Spring at Vint 
Hill Farms Station. The new type phones 
were provided to improve the efficiency of 
communication between different sections 
on the post. The Telephone Exchange Build
ing was remodeled last autumn. 

711th 
Moves To New Location 

At Fort Monroe 

Due to the recant expansion of soma sec
tions of the Office, Chief of Army Field 
Forces, the 7llth Comm Recon Det (In) was 
moved to a new site inside the walls of 
Old Fort Monroe. 

The section of casamatas assigned to the 
7llth was used as a prison following the 

Casemate Occupied by 7llth 

Discussion Topics 

War Between the States and a Confederate 
newspaper man, one John Mitchell of Rich
mond,Virginia,was confined there from June 
to October 1865. Just three doors away is 
the historic old casemate where Jefferson 
Davis,the President of the Confederacy was 
imprisoned following the end of hostili
ties. 

Since the days of Jefferson Davis, the 
casemates have been used as family quart
ers, storage rooms,offices and for various 
other purposes,and a move is currently un
der way by the Virginia Historical Society 
to enlarge the Jefferson Davis Museum and 
convert the entire area into a museum of 
the Civil War period. For the present how
ever, the 7llth continues to refurbish the 
interior of the new location. 

Site of Dam at TRRS 

Progress With Dam 

At Two Rock Ranch Station a dam now lies 
across what was formerly a wooded gulch. 

The adjoining scene shows the area when 
only a small part of the underbrush had 
been cut away. 

Changes in Skyline 
The outside construction team recently 

completed raising 18 steel antenna sup
ports, AB-105/FR, in the incredibly short 
time of 30 hours, using a 12 man team, one 
35 foot crane and a K-43 truck. 
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WITH ASA HAMS 

8609th 
What? You mean to say that we can't work 

the ham bands here in the Philippines? But 
they can't do that! I know I'm a foreign 
national, but what difference does that 
make? Well, that's the way it goes, I 
guess. 

The foregoing bit of dialogue can be 
heard every time a new ham operator finds 
his way into the 8609th. But thanks to 
Uncle Sam we are authorized under the MARS 
program to operate on every MARS frequency. 
Primarily in the Philippines this consists 
of 14.405 MC. 

If that sounds like a break,take a little 
time to think about that frequency. Nor
mally 14.405 has about four cw stations, 
three of them commercial;two Far East sta
tions; and the local station here at Clark 
Field (operated, if you'll pardon the ex
pression, by the Air Force) all attempting 
to pass traffic at once. Consequently, 
while the local station -is trying to work 
A6USA in dear old California, we are 
struggling to pass at least a percentage 
of our traffic through Guam and/or Tokyo. 

Now for a little scoop on the rigs here 
in the 8609th and some of the people be
hind them. Some of you who have followed 
the now deceased ASA Review will probably 
remember that article by Mike Backus last 

II b t II t year on our 35 watt Glo e Trot er rans-
mitter. Well, that particular piece of 
equipment lasted up until early fall of 
last year when it finally went west und a 
certain M/Sgt Kolski arrived here in the 
8609th. After M/Sgt Kolski' s arrival it 
was only a matter of weeks until we were 
piping out a good clean 600 watts to a 185 
foot long wire antenna using a BC-799 for 
a receiver. Everything went along fine for 
a while after this. We even managed to 
erect a three element wide spaced beam rig 
on a 45 foot steel tower (tnx to the line 
crew) and increased our transmission and 
reception a thousand fold. Traffic in the 
meantime reached an all time high,and con
tinued until July 1952, when ownership of 
the modified BC-610 changed hands from 
M/Sgt Kolski to Pfc Stuart. Shortly after 
this exchange, Pfc Stuart (WlSZV) was 
transferred to another station and the BC-
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610 was crated and shipped to the ZI. 
Needless to say this incident kicked a hole 
large enough to throw a rhombic through 
broadside in the 8609th ham setup. For 
several months thereafter our station lay 
dormant. Now, however, with added interest 
being sho'WO by various individuals,includ
ing Captain Herbert L. Swanson,AR officer, 
things are definitely looking up. From the 
local MARS headquarters and the seemingly 
inexhaustible resources of M/Sgt Kolski we 
have obtained an H0-17 (hut) which we have 
placed near the antenna tower and have a 
reconditioned BC-610. Also from a private 
source we have obtained the use of a BC-
779. Space and operating voltages, not to 
mention an overloaded circuit breaker made 
it necessary for us to move from the ori
ginal location in a corner of the utilities 
shop. 

At present our ham roster reads as fol
lows: M/Sgt J. P. Kolski,SFC D. B. Rogers, 
Sgt G. F. Bicknell,Sgt D. C. Bradley, Cpl. 
H.F. Eisley, and Cpl. R. C. Lindsy. With 
the present interest in the program it is 
hoped that the MARS station at the 8609th 
will be on the air and operating with the 
authorized unit call, AD3AA. It is very 
disconcerting for a ham to hear w4, 5, 6, 
7, 8, 0 etc. banging the pin and not be 
authorized to answer them. So give your 
buddies a break and tune up 14.405 way. 
VY 73's fer nw tnx fer the re cuagn and 
pass qsl via Discussion Topics. 

8603 Hams 

KR6JL And The Oriental Net 

KR6JL has been active on the air here for 
about five months now and was one of the 
first members of the local Oriental net. 
The net was originated on Okinawa for the 
purpose of facilitating the passage of 
traffic both to and from the Far East and 
Stateside. This is not the only net in the 
Far East, by any means. 

Our purpose is to handle traffic for sta
tions who do not have facilities to handle 
Stateside traffic, or who cannot operate 
during duty hours when the other major nets 
meet. When the net originated· it was mere
ly a round-table with KR6JA as a net con
trol. From this small start it has grown 

Army Security Agency 

into a ten-station group with many addi
tional outstations which check into the 
net from time to time as their personal 
situations permit, or when they have traf
fic to handle. It is not a closed net, and 
any station desiring to work the net may do 
so by breaking at the proper time. 

KR6JL was elected net control when KR6JA 
closed down to return to the States, be
cause we were in an ideal location to copy 
and transmit to the other local islands. 
We also have the facilities to make the r:et 
practical. We have two operators on hand 
to work in the shack, thus making it pos
sible to work every night in the week. 

The net area consists of Okinawa, Guam, 
Japan,Formosa,and the other smaller groups 
of islands that lie in this section of the 
Pacific. The facilities available vary fil:m 
38 Watt rigs operated in living quarters 
to KW rigs that are manned on a 24-hour a 
day basis. KR6JL is fortunate enough to 
have the f~cilities of a well-equipped 
station,fully capable of running a KW, and 
possessing an excellent antenna. 

Traffic is generally light except for the 
holiday seasons,and usually consists equal
ly of in-coming and out-going traffic. The 
usual practice is to process Stateside 
traffic through Guam or Japan,with a small 
amount being handled directly via KR6JL. 

The net meets every evening at 0930 GMT 
on 14.250 Mc. Anyone who hears us is in
vited to give a return call, regardless of 
the QTH. We will be glad to hear from you. 

Crypt Technician 

(Continued from page 4) 

tars. 

Our cryptographic duties at the Hague 
consisted mostly of the encipherment and 
decipherment of messages to and from Wash
ington, London, Paris, and other European 
Capitols. For these communications we had 
available a variety of systems. Regard
less of the classification of any indivi
dual message, it was necessary never to 
discuss the contents with anyone. This, 
in essence, gave each message a tacit 
classification of Top Secret. It can 
readily be seen that the unauthorized dis
cussion of almost any attache message 
could easily embarrass the United States 
within the Capitol of the country. 

Discussion Topics 

The fact that there are no military du
ties other than the accomplishment of the 
mission enables an Army attache office to 
operate with a small staff. The result 
therefore is that most stations have only 
one cryptographic technician, who must as
sist the clerical members of the staff and 
must train the clerical personnel for duty 
in communications. It seems unusual for 
an attache office to have anyone with more 
than an introductory knowledge of message 
center procedJ:;tres and requirements, and a 
cryptographic technician must be self suf
ficient or he is lost. The Signal Corps 
motto "Get the Message Through" becomes a 
very personal thing. 

COLLABORATION WITH STATE DEPARTMENT 

The State Department provides its own 
communications. In general, that depart
ment has more traffic, more personnel, and 
a larger budget. There is a great deal of 
collaboration between the Armed Forces and 
the civilian crypto staffs. State has 
roving crypto repairmen who are authorized 
to service military equipment. In return, 
the Air Force provides air transportation. 

There are many pleasant moments in an 
Embassy, and many pleasant vacations are 
usually available. While at the Hague I 
made trips to Germany, Belgium. Luxemberg, 
France, Denmark, and other scenic and 
historic locations. 1t1" wife accompanied 
me on most of the trips. 

Ingenuity Improves Field Setup 

Company "B 11 307th Communications Recon
naissance Battalion greatly improved its 
living conditions while in the field near 
Hersfield, Germany. Pyramidal and large 
wall tents replaced the pup tents. In each 
of the former, stoves, electric lights artd 
cots have been installed to provide further 
comfort. A power unit, which was located 
in the center of the area, furnished power 
for the lights. The dayroom was a squad 
tent. This furnished some recreational 
facilities for the men in their off duty 
time. The equipment included radio, maga
zines, writing tables, and an assortment 
of lounge chairs, card tables and a coke 
bar. An outdoor movie was maintained. This 
was located on a slope in the area, and 
shows 16MM films borrowed from a nearby 
unit. A temporary screen was erected be
tween two trees. Weather permitting, a 
full length movie was shown. 
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MAKE 
ASA 

SPELL 
ECONOMY 

E Jr;ercue oare wlth epipmmt n4 cautiOD wJ.Gl pl'ece4V••· 

C nMrve esit•n4able saappll•s. 

Onrbaal •t•rial up to eohelon ot .. iatenaaoe perai.'tt•i. 

Note lost aot1o• ln pnoe••ins u4 qn.-atize activities. 

O•svYe every pllas• ot eve.zy opua:tion •ioh wa.y a..tfeot Yesu.lta. 

Man teaa work. pq - pusb. ta•k• oa wllic'h tasks ot others 4epelu1. 

Yoke u:p i•te1ligeue - accuziacy • persistence - aaa sp41e4. 

Anticipate wa.ste4 •ttart )•t•• it la •XJ•ncl.ea. 

S ecUl"e eoua result• l»r a.tteatioa io -J 1 wa"tters. 

A111y fb_., pr1or1tiec t• tirst "tilings. 


